NATIONAL TRUST OF AUSTRALIA (WA)

HISTORIC PLACES ASSESSMENT FORM
BUILT ENVIRONMENT / HISTORIC SITES
1.

IDENTIFICATION / LOCATION
Current Name of Place:

Bon Scott’s Memorial at Fremantle Cemetery

Other Names:
Street Address of Property:

Fremantle Cemetery, Carrington Street, Palmyra.

Local Government Authority:

City of Melville

Title Details: Lot No:

Ct Vol:

Original Owner:

Fremantle Cemeteries Board

Current Owner - Name:

Metropolitan Cemeteries Board

Address:

Fol:

PO Box 53, Claremont, WA, 6910

Current Occupant:
Architect/Designer:
Builder:
Prominent Associated Person/s:
Construction Date:
Alteration/Additions Date:

1980 (original resting plaque) + 1982 (bench seat and plaque)

Original Use:
Current Use:

Memorial
Memorial

Conservation Recommendations (Summary only)
Heritage Integrity (ie: any subsequent changes which may affect historic value)
Extent of Assessment (ie: specific elements included in assessment)
The memorial to Ronald Belford Scott at Fremantle Cemetery, incorporating frontage GN3 No.10 (‘resting plaque’) and
memorial bench seat near GN3; and his remains.
Type of Assessment (ie: a place, group, precinct, streetscape, conservation area etc.)
Place
2.

Statement of Significance (refer to attachments for expanded statement of significance.)

Bon Scott’s memorial at Fremantle Cemetery, consisting of a resting plaque and memorial bench seat; and his
remains; has cultural heritage significance for the following reasons:
The place is associated with the Fremantle-raised Ronald Belford (Bon) Scott, lead singer of the highly
influential and popular band AC/DC from 1974 to 1980.
The place is valued by the community of Bon Scott fans as a place of remembrance.
The place is known to fans across the world, and is visited via the internet by those who can not visit in
person, making it a focal point for a community who may never meet each other but who are linked by
common values.
The place has contributed to the international recognition of Fremantle and Fremantle Cemetery and was the
basis of a major motion picture.
Assessment Team: Helena Waldmann, National Trust of Australia (WA)
Date: October 2004, revised February 2005 and September 2005.
======================================================================================
Committee Recommendation: Classify
Date: 06/12/2004
Classification Standing Committee Recommendation: Classify
Date: 18/07/2005
Council Resolution: Classify
Date: 12/09/2005
Owner Advised:
Date: 01/11/2005
Local Government Authority Advised:
Date: 01/11/2005
Heritage Council Advised:
Date
Registration Date:
Date: 16/03/2006
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3.

DESCRIPTION

Fremantle Cemetery is at the corner of Carrington St and Leach Highway in the City of Melville. Bon Scott’s
memorial is located in the Garden of Remembrance, in the North-west corner of the cemetery and consists of a
‘resting plaque’ and a bench seat.
To find the memorial, enter at the “Cortege Entrance” of the cemetery off Carrington St. Turn left immediately,
walk North across the grass until you reach a path running East-west between a small gate on Carrington Street and
General Lawn A. The rose garden, immediately north of, and running parallel to this path features Bon’s resting
plaque. The bench seat is at the Eastern end of the rose garden.
The resting plaque is nested in the garden bed and is referred to as frontage GN3 No.10. It is a replacement for the
original and it reads:
RONALD (BON) SCOTT
PASSED AWAY FEBURARY 19TH, 1980
AGE 33
LOVED SON OF ISA AND CHICK
BROTHER OF DEREK
GRAEME AND VALARIE
CLOSE TO OUR HEARTS
HE WILL AWLAYS STAY
LOVED AND REMEMBERED
EVERY DAY
The plaque is surrounded by ephemeral tributes, such as (on the day of the site visit) flowers, notes and a compact
disc. The curb has been graffitied in paint, chalk, texta and what appears to be glitter-glue. For example:
“Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose! BON LIVES”
“Love your work Bon, RIP”
“RIP Bon, RIP Rock n Roll”
“RIDE ON”
It is the policy of the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board to keep the grounds tidy, and therefore items are routinely
removed from all areas of the cemetery, including Bon Scott’s memorial. Occasionally graffiti is removed also
(Bullock, 2004).
The concrete bench at the end of the garden bed was installed in May 1982 (Bullock, 2004). It has a plaque which
reads:
IN LOVING MEMORY OF
BON SCOTT
LEAD SINGER OF
THE ROCK GROUP AC/DC
THIS SEAT WAS DONATED
BY HIS FAMILY
Both plaques (on the bench seat and in the garden) have been stolen numerous times and are replaced at cost to the
family (Bullock, 2004). The West Australian reported the resting plaque stolen in 1988 for what appears to be the
first time. Isa Scott was quoted as saying “It would not be the same if we had to buy another one” (West Australian,
1998:1).
Rumours abound that Bon’s ashes were stolen along with the plaque, however the cemetery maintains this is not the
case (Bullock, 2004).
The memorial is part of the “Founders and Felons” heritage trail which opened in 2003. The trail commences at the
Cortege Entrance (see map) and features a decorative mosaic piece, emblazoned with a lightening bolt – the trademark
of the AC/DC logo (below).
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4.
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Bon Scott was the lead singer of the highly influential band AC/DC from 1974 until his death in London in 1980.
Bon was born in Scotland in 1946 and moved to Australia with his family aged six, arriving in Melbourne. Shortly
afterwards the family moved to Perth. He attended North Fremantle Primary and John Curtin Senior High School
and had an interest in music from an early age. He played drums in the Fremantle Pipe Band until he was 17. He
then joined the Valentines and moved to Melbourne and when they broke up he joined Fraternity which was later
renamed Fang.
In 1974 he joined the newly formed AC/DC and the band gained success in the late 1970s, filling a void in the poporiented Australian music scene of the time. AC/DC had an unwavering commitment to no-frills hard rock, and Bon
was regarded as an excellent ‘all round’ performer.
He also lived excessively and in February 1980, Bon died in a car outside a friend’s apartment in London,
following a huge drinking session. His body was returned to Perth and his family held a private service at Fremantle
Cemetery, after which his ashes were interred at the cemetery and a plaque installed in the Garden of
Remembrance. A bench seat with a plaque was installed two years later.
The site has since become a site of pilgrimage for AC/DC fans from across the world, and in 2003 Bon’s memorial
was included in the ‘Founders and Felons’ heritage trail. The memorial, and the fans’ pilgrimages to it, was also the
subject of a major motion picture in 2004. The cemetery receives many queries about the memorial and the number
of visitations rise sharply around anniversary dates and when the American ships are in port.
In 2005 a memorial service was held in the cemetery to mark the 25th anniversary of Bon’s death. Hundreds of people
attended and the Coastal Pipe and Drum band played a medley of AC/DC songs.

5.

CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

The National Trust of Australia (WA) recommends that a tax deductible appeal be set up to assist the family with the
costs of maintaining the place.
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6.

HISTORY

Ronald Belford (Bon) Scott was born on July 9th 1946 in Kirriemuir, Scotland. Bon’s parents Isobelle (Isa)
Cunningham Mitchell and Charles (Chick) Scott were married in 1941, and although Kirriemuir (which is
approximately half way between Aberdeen and Edinburgh) had been prosperous in the 1800s, at the time of Bon’s
birth was in decline. Australia was offering assisted passage as part of the Populate or Perish program, and so in
1952, following the birth of Bon’s brother Derek (in 1949) the family relocated to Australia (Walker, 2002:7-12).
The Scott family settled in the Melbourne suburb of Sunshine. Another brother, Graeme, was born in 1953 and a
few years later, when Graeme was diagnosed with asthma, the family moved to Perth for the climate. They
established their home in Harvest Rd, North Fremantle and Chick joined the local Scottish Club and played drums
with the local pipe band. Bon attended North Fremantle Primary School, then John Curtin Senior High School
(Walker, 2002: 12-17).
Chick had played the Kirriemuir Pipe band at home; and Bon had an early affinity with music, trying the recorder,
piano and accordion before settling on the drums. From the age of 12 Bon began performing, playing the drums
with his father in the local pipe band. In 1962 he played with the Fremantle Pipe Band at the opening of the 1962
Perth Empire Games, a story which even made it into the newspaper back home in Scotland. However at age 17
Bon decided to give up playing with the band and refused to wear a kilt any longer (Walker, 2002:24).
Bon left high school at 15, working at a series of odd jobs and was incarcerated at Riverbank Boys Home for 9
months in relation to an incident involving a fight over a girl and some stolen petrol. The incident is said to have
had a profound effect on Bon, as he was in detention for the larger part of a visit to Perth by his grandparents, an
occasion which was important to his family. It has been claimed that his ambitions to be successful were motivated
in part by a desire to ‘prove’ himself to his parents and make it up to them for his incarceration (Walker, 2003:27).
After leaving the pipe band, Bon’s first ‘rock’ band was the Spektors, formed with three friends in 1965. The
Spektors then joined forces with another local band, the Winztons, to form the Valentines. The Valentine’s debut
single was released in 1967 and it had some success on the local charts (Huxley, 1996:29). In 1967 they played to
3000 people in the Supreme Court Gardens and in June of that year they supported the Easybeats at His Majesty’s
(Walker, 2002:37).
In 1968 the band moved to Melbourne and attempted to present themselves as having a ‘bubblegum’ image which
was popular at the time, by wearing frilly shirts, flares and beads. Apparently, Bon even covered up his tattoos with
makeup. Their media image came across as clean cut but they quickly gained a reputation for being less than
wholesome and eventually dropped the ‘pop’ image. The band attempted to gain some serious ‘rock credibility’ but
a drug bust in 1969 eventually lead to them breaking up, and Bon moved on to his next band, Fraternity who were
based in Adelaide (Huxley, 1996:32-5).
In 1972 Bon married Irene but the pair separated in 1974 and divorced in 1978 (Crabsody in Blue, website).
Fraternity tried their luck in London and changed their name to Fang in 1973, but relations within the band were not
good and they eventually broke up (Huxley, 1996:41). In 1973 Bon spent four weeks in hospital after leaving a gig
angry and drunk, and crashing his motorcycle. He returned from London, and the break up of his marriage saw him
go through a heavy drinking phase (Walker, 2002:2-4).
In 1974 Bon joined AC/DC, when brothers Malcolm and Angus Young were looking for a new lead singer, and
their debut album High Voltage was recorded the next year. The band had an instant appeal, filling a void in the
glitter-glam/hippie pop market of the time and providing an alternative to the other popular acts such as Sherbet,
Skyhooks, Daddy Cool, John Paul Young, Abba, the Bay City Rollers or Peter Frampton (Walker, 2002:135-150).
The mix of sexuality and a hint of danger; combined with their no-frills approach and commitment to the music
itself appealed to a wide audience, including suburban pub goers, teenage girls, the gay crowd and anyone who
didn’t like disco pop (Walker, 2002:138). They also had fierce ambition and a vision for the future, evident in the
fact AC/DC songs are stilled played on the radio 30 years later.
In the time Bon was with AC/DC they produced the following albums:
• High Voltage -1975 [Australia only]
• T.N.T. - 1975 [Australia only]
• High Voltage - 1976 [international re-release of High Voltage and T.N.T.]
• Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap – 1976 [Australian and European versions]
• Let There Be Rock – 1977 [Australian and international versions]
• Powerage – 1978 [European, US & UK versions]
• If You Want Blood You’ve Got It – 1978 [International]
• Highway to Hell – 1979 [Australian and international versions]
(Highway to Hell, website)
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It has been claimed the success of the band was bittersweet for Bon, whose marriage had disintegrated and who had
no real ‘home’. Increasingly Bon found touring to be a grind and he turned to alcohol for escape (Walker 237, 262).
On February 19, 1980 Bon went out drinking with a friend, Alistair Kinnear, and on returning was unable to be
moved inside the house. Alistair left him in the car to sleep it off and returned later to find him apparently dead. He
was taken to the Kings College Hospital and pronounced dead on arrival. The autopsy on the 22nd concluded Bon
had died of “Death by Misadventure” from acute alcoholic poisoning (Walker, 2002: 292-8).
Bon’s body was returned to Perth and a funeral notice appeared in the West Australian on Thursday 28. He was
cremated on February 29 and his ashes were interred in Fremantle Cemetery the next day after a private ceremony.
A public funeral was held on the Saturday, but the proceedings received very little media attention. In a bizarre
twist, a few days later Bon’s friends around the world received Christmas cards from him (Walker, 2002: 303-4).
The memorial at Fremantle Cemetery became a shrine almost immediately. A “Fremantle Cemetery spokesman”
was quoted in the West Australian in 1988 as saying: “There were lots of visitors to the memorial just after Bon
Scott died but then the interest dwindled… but there seems to be a new awakening as we have many young people
asking where the site is.” The article attributed the interest to the continuing popularity of AC/DC’s music, along
with growing interest from the next generation of new fans. The same article quotes Isa Scott as saying “We know
there are plenty of visitors as we sometimes find fresh flowers by the plaque. And we often have to remove empty
beer and whisky bottles…” (West Australian, 1988:1).
In 2004 the staff at Fremantle Cemetery reported an average of 50 queries a week regarding the location of Bon’s
memorial, more when the American naval ships are in port and on anniversary occasions (Bullock, 2004). An
information sheet detailing the location of Bon’s memorial is stuck to the inside of the door to the administration
office, presumably to answer queries when the office is unattended and the memorial is included in the cemetery’s
heritage trail which was completed in 2003. The trail includes memorials to people who “contributed to Fremantle’s
and Western Australia’s heritage in a significant was” including the oldest gravestone in Fremantle, that belonging
to Mary Anne Morell (Fremantle Gazette, 2003).
The dedication of fans and the ‘pilgrimage’ to Bon’s resting place was the theme of a major motion picture,
Thunderstruck, released in 2004. The short synopsis of the film reads: “After a near death experience, five boys, all
devoted AC/DC fans, make a pact to bury whoever dies first next to their idol, the band’s former lead singer the late
Bon Scott. Twelve years later, the four survivors have to fulfil their promise.” (Icon films, 2004:2).
The state government invested $130 000 in Thunderstruck (through ScreenWest) and Premier Geoff Gallop makes
a cameo in the film (Gallop and McHale, 2004).
Jodi Matterson, the film’s producer was able to secure licensing rights from the usually protective AC/DC band
members for the use of AC/DC music and references throughout the film. 1500 people turned out to film the final
scene at Fremantle Cemetery and Matterson recalls “It was an extraordinary thing to be in this beautiful cemetery
and to witness a sea of rock and roll fans all in black coming through these white headstones. It turned out to be
quite an emotional day.” (Icon films, 2004:11, 12).
Matterson also reveals in an interview “While we were filming I had no less than three people come up and tell me
they were Bon Scott’s love child… There are so many fanatical AC/DC fans here [Western Australia], it was
unbelievable.” (West Australian, 2004:3).
The internet means visitors from across the world can still pay their respects to their heroes, even if they can’t visit
in person. The following messages are a mere sample from many, taken (as is) from the “Virtual Graveyard” at the
Crabsody in Blue website.
you still are my only inspiration to keep listening, playing and breathing rock n roll. bon scott........simply the
best!!!!!!!!!!
catriel
keep on riding on bonnie boy miss you lots have a bourbon on me the kirriemuir faithfull still love you....butch
xxxxx
Bon,You made Rock and Roll what it is today. You were the greatest singer of all time. God Bless You Bon. Ride
On.
Olivia Casasanto from Michigan
Bon, Argentina loves you. rock & roll never die. long live bon scott.
the Ocampos Bros.
Argentina
5
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I was not born when you died. But i'm sure to visit the place you died and your grave. Someday in my life.
Chris Krapp
Germany
Bon, i love you and i hope ur hitting the high notes in heaven:(
Kelsey from Ontario
Hey Bon Hope ure enjoying it werever you are, Thanx for the sounds you brought to the world, there the sounds
that drive us through our lives and Bon you still live through the spirit of ACDC and your flame will never go out.
You've gone to the promsed land ROCK ON BON!!!!!!!!!! James Tracey from Perth Australia
Although AC/DC are an Australian band their phenomenon is truly international. Following Bon’s death they hired
Brian Johnson as the new lead singer. Fans, while still loyal to Bon, embraced the new lead singer and their success
continued. At the year 2000 their total album sales came to 63 million copies, the fifth highest of any band’s sales in
the US, which is the biggest music market in the world (they were surpassed by Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, the
Beatles and the Eagles) (Walker, 2002: vii). In 2003 they were inducted to the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame for their
consistency and “unwavering devotion to no-frills hard rock with plenty of bawdy wit” (Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of
Fame, website).
In death, Bon has become an Australian music icon, known across the world. His fame has been immortalised, his
image now public property. His biographer, Clinton Walker (2002: ix) describes him as the “updated larrikin
archetype”, a timeless presence in Australia’s cultural heritage, but not of an image that is gimmicky or easily
reproduced. He says “Even in death Bon remains potent, the brute poet of the inarticulate underclass, a spokesman
not for a generation but a class, a class with little influence or barely even so much as a voice.”
In 2005 a memorial service at Fremantle Cemetery marked the 25th anniversary of Bon’s death. The Coastal Pipe
and Drum band played a medley of AC/DC songs to an international crowd of some 500 fans (Sunday Times,
2005:20). Organisers of the memorial service prepared a petition calling for a statue of Bon to be erected and urged
the crowd to chant for the media. Celebrations also included the tribute band Riff Raff playing on the back of a
truck driving down Fremantle’s café strip, and a memorial concert at the Leopold Hotel.
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2. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE continued.
Aesthetic
The memorial is situated within a pleasant landscaped setting appropriate to its use as a reflective space.
The plaque and bench seat are visual reminders for the process of memorialisation and remembrance - markers
which represent the values held in high regard by the fans.
The graffiti is fresh and gives the place a feeling of function, that is, to indicate it is in current use. The graffiti is
highly personalised and individual, and although it will change over time it is likely some version will always be
there as it has in the past.
Historic
The place is significant for its association with the Fremantle-raised Bon Scott, singer of the band AC/DC from
1974-1980. AC/DC is one of the most popular Australian bands of all time, influencing musicians and the music
scene from the mid 1970s to the current day.
Its location within a cemetery means the memorial forms part of a precinct of memorials significant to the heritage
of Fremantle and Western Australia. This has recently been formalised in a heritage trail.
Scientific
nil
Social
The place is highly valued by the community of AC/DC fans. This is evident in the high frequency of enquires
about the location of the grave and the ephemeral tributes constantly present at the memorial.
The place has spiritual significance to the community of AC/DC fans, as a place of remembrance, celebration and
reflection. It is a focal point for a community who may never meet each other but who are linked by common
values.
The place can be visited on-line through websites dedicated to Bon Scott and as such is known throughout the
world. The internet provides a means for fans to ‘visit’ and pay respects, even if they cannot visit in person. For
those that can visit it is like any pilgrimage - an emotional process which has been recently immortalised in a major
motion picture.
The place has contributed to Fremantle’s sense of place, and to the recognition of Fremantle and Fremantle
Cemetery throughout the world.
Rarity
While other memorials to Bon Scott may exist across the world, the place is the most significant and only ‘official’
memorial for the remembrance of Bon Scott.
While other memorials to major rock stars exist across the world, Bon’s is the most well know in Western
Australia, if not the only one.
Representativeness
The place represents a common form of remembrance currently found in cemeteries, such as leaving flowers and
mementos. However it also demonstrates a particular type of worship, distinct to the fans of passed rock stars. This
may include scratching or painting graffiti of tributes or lyrics, leaving mementos such as alcohol, or stealing part
of the memorial as a keep-sake. A similar phenomenon occurs at the grave of Jim Morrison, lead singer of the
Doors who is buried at the Le Cimetiere du Pere-Lachaise in Paris.
Condition
The memorial is in excellent condition as it is under constant care from the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board and is
visited frequently.
Integrity
The place is used for its original function as intended and is in no risk of being used for another purpose in the
future.
Authenticity
The resting plaque is a replacement for the original, as is the plaque on the bench seat, and as such they have a
reduced level of authenticity. The cemetery maintains that the ashes themselves have never been stolen.
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8.

LOCATION MAP

Reproduced from Streetsmart Street Directory (2001).
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8a. Cemetery Heritage Trail: “Founders and Felons” (2003) Metropolitan Cemeteries Board (no permission given to use these
images – for illustrative purposes only)

Bon Scott’s Memorial
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9.

SITE PLAN
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To administration buildings and Cortege
Entrance
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10.
PHOTOGRAPHS
By Helena Waldmann 2004.

Heritage Trail entrance featuring AC/DC lightening logo

Garden of Remembrance at corner Leach Hwy &
Cannington St.
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Rose garden, plaque and bench seat
near GN3 (above).
Resting plaque GN3 No. 10 (left)
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Plaque on bench seat

Sample of graffiti on curb of rose garden
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Crowds at the memorial service 19/2/05

The Coastal Pipe and Drum band at the memorial service 19/2/05
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Images of Bon Scott.
Reproduced from Crabsody in Blue
website (excluding image left,
reproduced from Highway to Hell
website)
No permission given to use these
images - for illustrative purposes
only.
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